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This invention relates generally to plastics, and 
more particularly to clasps for plastic cases and 
the like. 
An object of the present invention is the pro 

vision of a new and improved clasp for plastic 
cases and the like, such as compacts, vanity 
cases, cigarette cases, etc. Various types of clasps 
have been used in the past, and have of course 
been highly successful in metal construction; also ' 
there have been several types of clasps designed 
especially for use in plastics, and these have been 
suitable for certain applications. However, none 
of these have been found .entirelyV suitable for 
such an article, for instance, as a large plastic 
compact, Where a good, strong, easily operable 
clasp, not likely to open accidentally, is requisite. 
A further object of the present invention is the 

provision of a plastic compact embodying an im 
proved clasp. f ’ . 

, Theclasp of thepresent invention will be best 
understood from the‘follotving` detailed descrip 
tion of one present illustrative embodiment there 
of, referenceiforlthis purpose being had to the 
accompanying drawings, in which: 
Fig. 1 ̀ is a plan view of a compact embodying 

the` clasp, the compact being shown in closed 
condition; »_ ‘ 

' Fig. 2 is a section on line 2-2 of Fig. 1,"but 
showing the lid of the compact‘in the operation 
of closing. The full lines show a preliminary 
position, and the dotted lines indicate the resilient 
give'of the lid and clasp as closing pressure is 
exerted; _ A 

Fig. 3 is a View similarto Fig. ̀ 2, b_ut showing 
the device closed’ïand‘ ` ’ ` ‘ 

Fig. 4 is a bottom plan detail taken as indicated 
by arrows 4-4in Fig. 3. ¿ ‘ ' \ 

In the drawings, numeral I0 designates a com 
pact formed of a plastic such as cellulose acetate 
and embodying the clasp of the invention, and 
this compact includes two hinged halves or parts 
II and I2, which in this instance consist of a 
base and a lid, respectively. The compact chosen 
for illustrative purposes is to be taken as repre 
sentative of any plastic case or receptacle in 
which the improvements of the invention may be 
incorporated, and the invention is of course not 
to be taken as limited to the specific type of case 
here shown. » 

In the particular embodiment of the invention 
chosen for illustrative purposes the base II and 
lid I2 are both circular in outline, and both are 
hollowed out to form the interior compartment 
I3. 

'I'he cavity within the base part II includes a 
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~ arm whose upper side extends smoothly from theï 
convex top wall surface 28. The curvature of the` 
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circular or cylindrical chamber I4 adaptednto 
receive a powder puff (not shown), and below is` 
a slightly concave depression I5 adapted to re` 
ceive a quantity of face powder. The concave 
inner surface of this depressiontogether with the 
correspondingly convex bottom surface I6 of the 
base reñnea comparatively thin convex bottom 
Wall I'I. The base I I is formed with a peripheral 
and preferably tapering flange-I 8, having a taper 
ing upper surface I9. Inside this flange, on the 
top, is an upwardly facing horizontal annular 
seating surface 2l), and inside and raised slightly` 
above the latter is an annular flange 2| which 
defines the aforementioned circular chamber I4. 
The cavity within the lid part I2 is deñnedxby a 

seat 25 for a ̀ mirror 25, and inside said seat 
by a concave inside wall surface 2l, whichto 
gether with the correspondingly convexoutside 
orA top surface 28 define a comparatively thin" 
convex .top wall 29. Outside seat 25 is antan 
nular dawnwardly facing seat 3U adapted to seat 
on flange 2l of base II, and around seat 30 is a 
raised annular seat 3l adapted to seat on annular 
seat 28 of base II. 
Lid I2 has at one side an extension‘35 received 

between a pair of hinge lugs 36, and a metal 
hinge pin 31 passes through the lugs 35 and the 
extension 35 to provide the hinge. ‘ 

Diametrically opposite from hinge extension 35 
is a clasp extension 4i?, which is in the form of an 

top of the compact is such that this clasp arm 
makes an angle of approximately 13 1/2" with hori 
zontal. The underside of this clasp arm is 
adapted‘to engage flat against tapered surface I9` 
on base II, and the taper of this surface I9 is 
hence also at IBI/2° with horizontal. Depending 
from the outer end of the clasp arm is a. hook 
part or catch 42, which is receivable in a notch 
or recess 43 formed in the tapered flange I8. As 
will appear, the lateral surfaces of this notch or n 
recess receive the lateral surfaces of the hooked 
end portion of the clasp arm and may thus afford 
a lateral positioningor guiding support for the 
lid as the latter is moved into closed position. 
The inside or bottom surface 44 of this catch 42 
is preferably formed at about 15° with vertical, 
so that the angle between said surface 44 and the 
underside of the clasp arm is a few degrees, here 
11%¿2 less than a right angle. The bottom 45 of 
the notch 43 is also preferably at 15° with vertical, 
so there is an angle of slightly less than a right 
angle between the bottom of the notch and the 
seating surface I9. 
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Referring more particularly to the full line 
position of the lid in Fig. 2, the hook part or 
catch is so spaced from the hinge that it nor 
mally overlaps the surface IQ by a small frac 
tion of an inch. 
To close the compact, the lid I2 and base I l are 

squeezed together with the fingers. The con 
cave Wall 29 of the lid, being of plastic, and 
also being comparatively thin (Figs. 2 and 3 are 
approximately full size and the typical wall thick 
ness may be understood from an inspection of 
said figures), is somewhat ñexible or resilient, 
and gives slightly under such pressure, with ‘the 
result that it and the clasp' arm bend »inward 
slightly, and this results in the lower corner of 
catch 42 swinging outwardly sumcíently far to' 
pass or clear the bottom surface 45 of the notch. 
Thereupon catch 42 snaps into notch 43 and 
the parts assume the closed position of Fig. 3.' 
Thedotted lines in Figi-»2 indicate the bending 
action-ofthe wall' 29 and the clasp a'rnr'llû. 
The‘p'ar'ts' being' irlV the closed position of- Fig. 3, 
th’ef inherent resilience of the plastic lid causes 
it'ftoa'ssume its initialV unstressed condition, and 
because the angle between the underside of the 
claspïarm and the inside'of the catch 42 is slightly 
lessl‘than a right angle, the parts will be resiliently 
locked*closed.` To'v open the compact, upward> 
pressure' is ci courseexerted on the clasp arm, 
causing the" latter and the whole top wall 29 
of'ïthë1_`1idl to giveï'sli'ghtly; and’ in this' way the 
höòk~~~ or catch 42 is freed or cleared from the 

n‘o-tcllïf - 
The cl’asr’i` as thus described utilizes the entirey 

Y uppervhalf or lid of the compact a's a spring, which 
must be deformed both in closing and in opening 
th'efcomp'act. Thus' there’ is secured'. a good and 
dependable spring; action, which is sure and 
strong;y and whichl nevertheless is subject to easy 
and»conventional'»manipulation by the user. 

" The“ 'drawing anddescrip'ti'cn' are of course to 
be understood“ as' merely illustrativeV of' one pres 
e'n-t? embodiment of the‘invention; and it will be 
evident that various changes in design, structure 
andl arrangement may be made without depart 
in'gl‘from the spirit and: scope of‘ the invention 
or ofthe appended claims. 

I claim: » , . 

l.` Al compact comprising a concaved base and 
a'iconcaved lid hinged-'thereto adapted to meet 
iny closing plane to‘dei'ine a compartment, said 
lidi embodying a slightly bendable'resilient wall, 
mutually abutting seatingv surfaces on said base 
and lid’sui'r‘o'u'nding said compartment, a periph 
eral flange on said base projecting outwardly 
beyondï the’ peripheryfof saidV lid; a claspV arm 
with «afhooked end 'portion projecting from-the 

l periphery of said lid oppositely from“ the hinge, 

y 

4 
a notch in said flange adapted to receive the 
hooked portion of said clasp arm, a locking seat 
at >the bottom of said notch over which said 
hooked portion of said clasp arm is engageable 
when said lid is moved to closed position, and 
a surface on said base flangeimmediately in 
wardly of said seat in said >notchand facing 
toward said clasp arm, said clasp arm' being so 
disposed that its hooked end normally slightly 
overlaps said last mentioned surface, but is adapt 
>ed toA clear s_aid surface and engage said locking 
seat when said bendable resilient wall of said lid 

` and its clasp arm are deflected inwardly. 
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2:' A-'rcornp‘act comprising a concavedl base and 
aconcaved lid‘»` hinged thereto adapted to meet 
in a clo‘sin'g planete define a compartment, said 
lid embodying -a‘slightly bendable resilient wall, 

, mutually abutting seating surfaces on said base 
and lid surrounding said compartment, a periph 
eral flange on said base projecting outwardlybe 
yo'nd ‘the’ periphery' of said lid', «ai clasp'arrn' with 
«a-h’ooked' end por'ti'òr? projecting? from 'tlïeïp‘ lï 
ripheryrof said lid oppositely from the hing " ï a" 

notch in saidf'flaï'ng'e adaptedl to' receive’th'er 
hooked portion of said clasp arrn, a locking-seat 
at the" bottom of said notch' over which said 
hooked' portion' of said clasp arm Yeng’age'ablef 
when' said lid is` moved to closed p("îsi'tio'lfr,4 'and 
‘an outwardly and downwardlyv linclinedV surface 
lon saidl base flange located-immediately‘inwardly 
of saidV seat in said >notchg’sai'd clasp' arlfrl‘ltlei'ñgZ 
sodíspos‘ed' that its hooked end’norma‘lly s'li‘g` " 
overlaps said last mentioned surface,but is a'dap 
ed' to'clearv said surface and engage‘sfa‘i'd lockingï _ 

yseat ‘when said bendable resilient wall of~“sa`i’dL 
lidï'a'nd its clasp arm are deflected inwardly.' 
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